
This is an interview with Alan Brookes it is in London, it is 
Friday May 24th ~. IC\ q 1...,. 

N\ D-- Alan if you wouldn't mind starting us off. I am very interested in 
~ '-'of background ~ of when you started off.:I f you could go 
into your schooling and ~\Glf political influences that oo~t---.1&.f 
lead you in the direction ultimately of the ARM. 

$·~, -..} e. ,. ..J "3;::. <.A. I,.. ~...::,_,;;\_ 

~ Broad questions and please just p,!$0~00 as you wish . 
-~ _i i,r.J p~i.re-.,<;. 

AB: Well I was born in England and ~immigrated to Rhodesia in 
S.c~~~ I 

1947~ ~ o I had all my secondary~education in Salisbury- the 

capital. This was the period in the mid sos of the 
C. --i •f-q l 
S0J.lth African Federation, the experiment in partnership. 

And then in a round about '59 or '60 the beginnings of a 
1 

sort of token desegregation lead by the Whitehead Gover~ :v-~,1 
in Rhodesia. And one of the influences on me was &~)a~ 

~ 

Oxford graduate who taught English who wa5-t very stimulating 

teacher. He was ready to discuss anything under the sun. 

MG: This is in high school? 

AB: Yes, at Prince Edward School in Salisbury. 

MG: Was that in your final year? 

AB: I had him for a couple of years toward the end. 

Going back a bit, around about the time) I think> it must have 

been the establishment of the f§deration, I began to feel at 

odds with my contemporaries. 

There is a famous description 

I was against the rederation/\-i . ) 
( l « + .. ...- (...;., ~-4 <dvl'r->'1 • 

of it by Huggins_\ The key 

word of Yederation was partnership and he called it the 

"partnership of the horse and the rider11 • It was quite clear 

to me that the whites were going to be the rider and the 

blacks were going to be the horse. 

MG: That's a fairly sophisticated understanding for a pretty 

I 



young man. You were at high school. I remember myself at 

high school and I'm not sure I would have been that 

politically aware. 

AB: Well let the picture develop . 
..;....., t-e. c__c:;~ .._+ 

I think the key thing~in what I have said already .. you know 

as the Jesuits say "give us the boy for the first seven years 
'::F j., .ve~ 

and got him for life;.'-\ ,, . . 
'\ 

r.. 
Well my first seven years were in England and therefore I 

didn't have that solid basis of prejudice and social 

distancing and so on. Also my father was a doctor and had 

quite a number of Indian and African patients. And that was 
,;<_ 

quite unusual. So~ certain basis for a non- racial outlet was 
t-L-v -:J h 

beginning to be laid. I have to admit t that by the time I 

went to UCT in 1958 it wasn't that solid because I remember 
;, • C 

feeling I was plunged immediately into a lot of discussions ~~~ 

I remember feeling that my basic sort of view-point when I 

arrived at University was that Africans are equal but 

different. I now come to recognize that as basically a 

prejudice point of view . But by comparison with the 
Cl,'-'-1 -\,:::_ 

going prejudices of the period it was a progressive point 
I'\ 

of view. 

MG: So high school you remember as not a particularly politicized 

experience for you. Excepting you knew that you didn't like 

the ~ deration you knew clearly it was segregated, you didn't 

AB: 

like segregation. 
':j'<?>.> 

~And there was this counter 
J '"'-> t { C, 

desegregation .... we--.ba__ve,...,~o 
--c 

current in the beginnings of 

move on a bit. 

r1 



fotB: I remember it must have been in 1959 or 60 I used to go down 

to Capetown for most of the academic year and come back for 
(r., fv,cL, ~ 1 .s..,_...-.-,-..,.<•-t,-.v l.c)u,r 

the long summer holiday and I came back: ~nd now s bme of the 0 

·\ - · .._,e, ,....._ ·p"--~'-"l!~e-~.,. 
hotels and bars in Salisbury were multi-racia~ ~i.e.b they 

had been desegregated. That meant in practice that the whites 

abandoned them completely and the blacks took over. But I was 

fascinated by this because of course it was so different from 
I 

what was happening in South Africa. And I used to go ~long 
t:A. C t' - f-<.{ I -; 

to these places, not knowing anybody,just out o~~curiosity and 

so on and I eventually stopped because I realized it was 

actually quite risky. I remember one drunken guy sort of 

practically falling over me and put his around me and saying I-;,, ,:, ....:. 'J ~ 
Sc r f ~ f Lee ..,.) I ., \- C ·""..., f r- L£ e J 

, I know why you've come here, you've just come here for our 
./\ 

MG: 

AB: 

women haven't you? 11 

ll. \~c 

Bu¼ I remember that very distinctively.) the shock the very 

first time, going for NUSAS through Kenya to a conference 

and being in a Hotel where blacks were being served like 

anybody else. It was quite seminal experience, just the 

physicality of it, it was great4 .Lt was so unusual~ I 

can imagine how you felt. So you started UCT in '58. ~hat 

in an Arts degree? 
.__,l,,.;._l,,. <.,.><.- ,::, f•-~ .j..::.c, c/t3ti), <V-

,- ,.,v (. [) 

then ~ years { L 0 ,... \ Well I signed up for Law (..5vy'X_S"' ·a B\fl. :--.l and 
_,...,, fr.,.... c.,,..(_,f- ... F Le< . ...,,.;, ~ ....... b0 dc.'t.:. 1 -, f-L.':: 1<-/-11 .. 

I quickly got drawn into voluntary work which was a good 

schooling in social awareness. 

MG: Who drew you into voluntary work? 

AB: I don't remember, just how I got into. But it was a very 

acceptable thing to do. The RAG which was a strong 

3 



Sil f'il,..__'C,C rt..c:. 
institution in Capetown was to raise money SJ:IAW f~ tudent 

~ 4 Awl u 
health and /,welfare whatever. And the bit of SMA-WKET that I 

got involved in was the night school in a coloured township 

called Windemere. It's long since been obliterated. 

And we used to go out about a dozen of us or so every Tuescl~ 

night. 

MG: This is already in your first year that you are doing this? 

AB: I think I started in my second year maybe at the end . 

MG: This is"'iascinating experience for a second year student . 
.-1 

AB: And that actually is one of the many things that lead me 

down the path which ended up with ARM. 

Because I used to see these students of all ages, some were 

young and some were in their 30s} some were in their sos 
St,..,_1'-tl ") 

struggling
1
with' 1:Sasic literacy, very simple geography or 

e,. ot._ ~,.__J ~ .._._.,, r k. 
arithmetic or whatever it was after var.--i~~s- w..ork, families 

to look after and so on. ,£. ~ .otl'nd for what? What was the society 

going to do to recognize and reward the effort? Absolutely 

bugger all. The human spirit struggling to emerge from all 
[-i..:: - t 

this. Coming to feel that',,At:'lil,a~ sort of social welfare work 

was futi l e, you can see how that leads into a situation where 

you are prepared to adopt forms of violen~ struggle against 
~ r 

the State. Some other things that contributed to my folitical 
o;rru-"'JFcr-""'<.., t,c, 

growth ~ f you like. First of all there was the induction 

system in the halls of residence which was (actually I thank 
tt-_e ~ 

my lucky stars for it later when I had to face a..special 
, 
~ ranch) because I 

c-1..~ f:he U, ..,'--,, t-16f-
-1. Capetown. It was 

had survived the induction system in S"", .. .Js Ho.ll 

based directly on the immediate post-war 



situation when hardened young men came back from the war1 f c 4:.- I j f C • "\ • \.::, 

settled in the residences and it was very p~-0us l ±.e:t1e 
,,.... , '"I e , ---.c:. ,... 1-. A c"' ....., e- h:, 

character. As a J.r~~u~~ -you had to wear a large badge in 
"\ 

the residence. Any third year upwards could stop you and 

you had to stand at attention while they spoke to you. They 

could insult you, humiliate you and all the freshers had 
I '\ ti-, ,e 

to line up for drill or whatever (twice a daY; morning~and 
~ 

evening) and there were various rituals including compulsory 

boxing , f-.f\C<..~C\,..."-'~ <..c.-.d-;:,oo, c,-... ,,-.J .:, -.., forh,.,,i 

MG: How long did that go on? 

AB: 

MG: 

AB: 

Throughout your 
-71-... C .,_.] l ... c:, .. + j C, ~ ,.... 

-1 That's amazing. 

first year. 
f . .:.,.r -1 c=-c - \ 

And I began to buck against that immediatelyp fcrnd I stayed 
I I\ -5"" ""'"""' l"i • I\ 

tor two years a ~d a te~....-1aE d it fascinated _me to see the reJ 
+~ -- ....-. 1-"' ,+ "1 ,,r ·~ <..o. t ·-t ..... ( "~le' -,r.) 

sociological vv\:.I\: , people who \reli . .giously disliked it came 
l 1 .... , -\ , c... r , _j , 

to operate it later on. It was a whole process of 

socialization inadvertent direct ion obviously. 
) (A) ) > \ (? ~ , ~ ,,l ~-~ 

And of course, it wasAeasily} a'ifrherently, abusive. It was 
~ 

easily abused by people who wanted to ~ €vent their >ffee, 

§P-P~e against Jews, Liberals, Gays, whatever. And they 
Ce>'r-=- St(A ''-'-e 

did. Aud they had eartb_lanche to do it. Later on I think 

it was in my third year {,,l~ .,,\ c "- t '-- 1 f>, •v~ r---~--.-+j------
became editor of Varsity and I became his right hand _ 

~If 
8.e1v-..>1:::-e..,., '"'~ _,...__)e '"--'r.:,\e_ ,.(Y3) about l 'f,12 the paper 

and we used it as a campaigning tool against the system. 
pref O..i...A..C).~ 

And this made us ast~untieti~y unpopular. 
+ <-' CA "' • ..,. c.:.,-_'3 € " ~ 

MG: Did they actually use physical abuse against you then? 

{.._ 



rt- v->t > 
AB: No thi.s was largely verbal. /} __, 

MG: 

AB: 

( But very intimidating. Because in the line-ups in the 

evening all the third years up-ward~ (the second years were 
tt-~.J .,~ re~'-·,\ n,_,..,, ...... Jk ~ ...... :r 

sort of in limbo Jthey weren't entitled to exercise the /;!'-'': ~ 
of fl>-.c-.:> ;t-''c-...... ,. 7ht! e_ t-> e. C=,\"4< r t-h., .. --1,/'c-v,,..[t-.. <-<.._J,,~h.-1 

privilege. ~ they would come and stand and shout in 
. ') a-..,.e 

your ear
1 

c:rx- :faoe "-1~· ,_ 

C (: ..,._ 'J ~ 
Disgusting. 

It really was. 
\ f,o. ff ,r bo e 1- l ~ ,, 

MG: And you would be a (lWB) ____ ~ ________ _ 

AB: 

{.,. \, I e_ 
presum~ because you were helping out in Windemere? 

No that wasn't an issue. There was so much going on~a:m:I 1-
o...+.::."Q. ....-.e"' 

,-;-
#here was some sort of very short-term strike by the domestics A 

And
7
of course 1the students were ~e strongly behind the 

pee-pie 
management. I remember tbe:y started putting their plates 

f"'-~ \.,...)C,q ~ ff? > 
at table on the floor) so that bhe-y would have to stoop down 

and get it off the floor. 

MG: That's outrageous. This is at a very Liberal University. 

AB: What else? 

1-o 

MG: 

Now of course, the big issue when I arrived was the impending 
Sv. 

segregation of the Liberal University. 1 r ✓ was plunged into 
vet ~ C\ .... LI , .... L ' C r f- •'<- Q; I e 

an atmosphere where it was actually kosher for the Oniversity 
be hv..> --1. ....-1 

to ~mobilizeJ against government legislation. It was also 
-1 .L-v bloc t:' \~~ L ·J:...:.. \c....\-,..,, 

a good experience because it failed completely. AlthoughJ 
11--...- ,.,_-.,, ,~~ ~ t.> > n 1(e ... \-ec.A 

I think every possible effort was made. t d strongly oppose c~ 
lv--t:.... ) 

t.J:rfs thing, there was no real support for it ..-.,, ri..._ , .. , 

That would have been quite a 

were meetings and there were 



and marches and torch light parades ~~nd. the whole werks. 
/1,,<!::. ...,,. •. h..., I ~ ,__.._;,o .. r-..> , ~t.-" ~ 

AB: But again the conclusion that I found on social education i I 
'l 'V\. <:.h Pt 1,0 (. 0 C.uC>-.!> 

matters Fs Sbawkerl ~ futility. 

Then we came to 1960 my third year. 
('c,. ' I J. C<..., K C. ., Q... C) ~ (? ,.. ~ • -., .. 

.I • • ,l... ') 
MG: LWere you involved in SRC politics at that y .1:.fffe? fO • ~ \ -

AB: Not"r.e-a--lly -110--'.'-
~ 
--1. I never got involved in the SRC . 

I took an interest in it, but I never stood for it. 
h,,_ e .:, I;- "" c,\. e "\ ~ 

MG: So newspaper was ultimately what you got involved in. 

" AB: Yes. 
Ct~ ,~ J 

MG: That was David ~l:a~es time wasn't it ? As SRC Pres 1, d e-i+ 
maybe not. 

AB: I don't know. 
fl ,-.J ·.:r ,"'-c.t..-. 
L was-aroillld the debating society for a couple of years 

MG: 

which was useful f \c... \ f o ~ IV\ • 

1960 Chappel . There I had a very specific experience 

which I think buried my previously unaddressed fears 

about again the future of South Africa . And that fear 

was a classic white anxiety about being swamped by 

Now you remember that there was some sort of 

strike. 

(192) or March ------------
AB: that period exactly. (194) Twp -----------

went on strike, it was because some of the leaders I 

think were detained and the whole TWP of Longer which 

is quite near Windemere (198) -------------
and lead by Philip they marched 



I was on the campus that day. I had moved out of 

residence but I was living (200) ___________ _ 

and together with a friend 

I decided to drive out to Longer because we had heard 

that something was going on. And I had this little Austin 

835 and we drove out and the place was deserted. As we 

drove, there were just a few kids around and it had tension 

in the air . It immediately increased as we got to the 

gates of the Twp. because (210) ----------------
and the guy in the top of it opened the hatch and screamed 

at us come with us, come with us . The coppers are coming 

the coppers are coming. And we declined the offer, because 

it was not going to be the correct place to be. And I 

remember the layout very clearly because as you entered Longer 

the road did a sharp right angle turn and then you ran along 

parallel with the railway line. There was a lot of cleared 

land on either side. A very sort of exposed position, but 

just the one road, you either had to go forward or you had 

to go back. So because there was hardly anybody there and 

there seemed to be no point in hanging around, I turned the 

car and started back toward the exit and this is at 

one of this long straight road and as I did that, the 

(228) __________ appeared at the other end and 

they must have been anywhere from about 15 - 20 ft. across . 

And they were very very aggressive and they marched towards 

us. There was no place to go. The only thing to do was to 

pull off the road, stop the car and stay. They came 



singing, lots of slogans, everybody slapped the top of the 

car and so on. And I was very frightened, I thought our 

time had come. In fact there were some black students 

from the University and he sort of said "don't worry you'll 

be alright" 

MG: Did he stay with you or did he move on. 

AB: I don't remember, but quickly we were engulfed by this and 

it was impossible to see what was going on. And they went 

straight past us, there we were two young whites with no 

really good reason for being there. And if they had chosen 

to, we could have been dead within five minutes. 

But that wasn't their intention or interest. There was 

no manifestation of anti - whiteism as such. 

MG: That's so remarkable isn't it? 

It's a stunning thing that people have experienced over and 

over again in that strange society . 

AB: And that was fully the sort of all on the road to Damascus 

type experience. From that day on I never had the slightest 

doubt that South Africa's future lay in the democratic system 

which meant in practice majority rules. Never had the 

slightest doubt. 

MG: And it sort of just hit you fast. It wasn't something 

that developed over the next few months in terms of how you 

thought it out? 

AB: Well it brought to a peak all these other influences, 

experiences that move you on. 



MG: I can imagine that being very emblematic or whatever the 

word would be kind of experience. 

AB: And, of course, that night I found out that all the other 

leaders were arrested. And there was quite a lot of blood 

spilled in Longer over the next few days. 

MG: So you were doubly luck in a way. 

AB: Then, there was a direct impact on my life or what was going 

on. There was a state of emergency declared. All the old 

commies were arrested amongst them Jack Symons and suddenly 

at a tiny department in which I was most interested teaching 

what .... this is one of the most interesting changes of 

my period was that when I started in 1958 the subject was 

Native Law and Administration. In 1960 it was changed to 

Comparative African Government and Law. And suddenly it's 

Professor was familiar with the scene. World stands for 

Peter. 

MG: The stand at that time. 

AB : Had to hold the fort so he called in one or two students 

who had done well in the course in the first and second 

year and said mark their essays and give the tutorials, so 

I started doing that. 

MG: Did you know that Symons was a CPer? Or was that just a vague 

thing for you at the time. 

AB: Oh! I knew that . 

MG: So again you were quite sophisticated, you were very aware 

of various currants in South Africa. 

/0 



AB: Well I was very interested in Marxism then. 

MG: In your third year. 

AB: Yes. And moreso in my fourth and fifth year. 

And this was largely the influence of Anthony Easten. 

MG : He was a member of the Party then presumably . 

AB: He was a Marixist. He was the son of the former Minister 

of Transport in Southern Rhodesia. He came from that 

small but very distinctive social category. Sort of like 

the Labour movement. He was a railway trade uni onist . 

Therefore completely different from the farmers, the business 

men the professionals. And that maybe explains Anthony's 

point of departure. 

MG: And he was in the Comparative African Government Program 

as well. 

AB: No he wasn't . He was a Law student. He was actually a year 

ahead of me, but he failed and we ended up in the same year. 

So at different levels, sort of casual social discussions 

the academic (313) - -------------------
which I got involved in campus politics, all this was 

converging. One of t he contrasts I most like to draw 

is what happened in the next year or 18 months . I remember 

very clearly somewhere two or three months after (317) 

________________ having a debate I think it was 

on the auspices of the developing society. He gave a very 

strong speech against violence, and within a year I joined 

the ARM but i t wasn't known as that. It was the NCL. 

And what I found extraordinary was that I wasn't aware of 

/I 



having gone through a major change. It seemed to be quite 

natural and remarkable development. 

MG: There wasn't another edge of Damascus experience. 

AB: No. 

MG: It seemed to be just a natural flow of how things were going. 

AB: Yes. 

I began to get drawn to ANC at this stage and after 

was asked a few times to help move some leaflets that they 

were distributing around twps . around (336) _ _ _______ _ 

that meant driving and picking them up and driving them 

somewhere and dropping them off. 

MG: This was again after the period of (342) _____ ______ _ 

when other people are still in jail. 

new activists I suggest. 

AB: Yes 

A lot of the old and 

MG: But you hadn't joined the Liberal Party? 

AB: I never joined the Liberal Party. 

I had one experience on one of the trips that was a close 

shave. I came down a road near parliament which was a T 

junction at the arm of the TI turned left and I should have 

stopped. It was a stop St. but I didn't notice the sign 

I just turned left and I was stopped a policeman. I had 

two Africans in the car and a boot full of ANC leaflets 

which are now illegal. 

MG: Of course, having Africans in the car didn't help. 

AB: Exactly, in those tense days and luckily he was only 

interested in the traffic offense. 



MG: Did he give you a ticket? 

AB: He did. 

MG: So this takes us roughly to June/July of '61 right. 

AB: I can't be too precise. 

But somewhere around late '60/'61. 

MG: Sorry, June/July '60. 

AB: Yes. Everything seems to be collapsing in that period. 

People were being banned. Congress movement was being 

banned, Congress of democrats which would probably have 

been my next step in terms of aligning myself somewhere. 

MG: So you never joined COD either then. 

AB: No. 

I had gone to ARM. 

When in other situations, it would have been more difficult 

if I had joined COD. But I don't remember precisely how I 

came to join the ARM, of course, I knew Adrian Lethbridge 

very well .... 

MG: Was he the person who recruited you? 

Was Neville Rubin around in those days? 

AB: He was, but he comes at the end of it. I think he had 

left the campus. 

MG: He was lecturing too at one point. 

AB: He may have but I can't remember. 

MG: I know Lethbridge lectured in that same Comparative Government 

Programme. 

AB: No. 

MG: No. 
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AB: We were parallel exactly in our BA and on completion of his BA 

he took of the post with NUSAS. Those were the two years when 

I was doing my LAB. At the end of those two years I decided 

to specialize in African Government and he wanted to affirm 

the convocation and he became Jack Symons only to Honour 

students in 1963. 

MG: I guess I was trying to wonder how early you had joined the 

ARM? 

AB: I can't be precise. 

MG: They started in May of '61. With that group in Johannesburg 

and I suppose then part of the old group .... Well you know 

the story as well as I do .... Mikey Burman left the country 

and the newer group with Randolph Lyon playing a biggish 

role in Capetown started and I was quite interest in what time 

and who might have been the influential figures in your 

deduction. 

AB: I can't be sure. 

MG: But you knew them well enough to trust them when they came 

to talk to you. 

AB: Yes and no. Yes in a sense of personal integrity and 

political commitment. Later on, I mean I was only in the 

ARM for a year and I left it because of political 

disagreement. So I'm not quite sure when that year was. 

MG: Can you roughly remember when you left? 

AB: I think I was probably in it until 1963. 

MG: So most of '62. So by '63 you were probably out of it. 

AB: Yes. 



AB: Of course with its (432) character -------------

and the fact that it was as far as I knew brought into being 

in order to commit acts of sabotage against government and 

economic targets, you didn't get to know very much about 

what was going on. 

The people I met were Lethbrige, Watson, a chap called Mike 

Schnider, Kellar, clearly hard to remember whether I knew 

that he was him before he was arrested. 

MG: Lynn Vanderwich? 

AB: That name rings a bell, but I'm not sure .... 

So most of the year I was in was given over to training on 

some reconnaissance exercises. 

MG: Being trained yourself, or doing the training? 

AB: Being trained by Watson. 

There were lots of meetings [MAGNUS THIS IS VERY HARD TO 

HEAR] (455) ___________________ __ _ 

MG: I just wanting to get back to some sort of sense as to what 

kind of organization. 

So there were fairly regular meetings. You were part of the 

cell I assume. 

AB: It was a sort of a cell, yes. 

MG: And members of your cell, if you can remember would have 

been ..... Schnider? 

I just want to run through the names. 

AB: I think Gus Schnider and Watson . 

MG: And the four of you would be then trained by Watson fairly 



regularly on how to do things. And does that take a fair 

bit of time? Learning about explosives or is it ..... 

AB: Well if you are only meeting once a week, for a couple of 

hours and then along the way you meet the staff and preparing 

for your operations by doing a bit of reconnaissance you are 

looking at the lay of the land and this sort of thing. 

MG: But you were actually meeting once a week. 

AB: No I can't say that with any certainty. Also we were all 

very busy in other things. In an open public literal way. 

MG: so you were still doing Windemere? 

AB: I think I stopped doing Windemere at the end of '60. 

'61 I switched into Capetown because the Law Faculty was 

based down at Higgin Falls the normal lectures were there 

so I moved off campus. I began to get involved in UA. 

MG: Of course, it was still alive. 

AB: Yes. 

MG: Who got you into New Age? 

AB: It was Bunting. 

But the person I knew best there was Aubrey Sacks. 

He edited the International page and he barrister 

practising in Capetown and he would come by Thurs. 

afternoon to assemble the paper. 

I got to know him moreso doing it. 

MG: But you were clearly being drawn more towards COD 

at more this time. 

AB: Yes I'm quite sure that if COD hadn't been banned 

I would have joined. But the attraction to the 



ARM was in terms of making some visible and attractive 

protest against the whole system. 

MG: Do you remember just one little thing here. I was just 

trying to imagine of what kind of violence they would 

carry out. A number of people I have interviewed have 

said yes one thing is very important was the notion 

of no violence against the person. And I wondered whether 

that had been an issue when you joined or whether that 

was thrashed out? 

AB: I think that was so to speak part of the terms on offer. 

That policy had been decided before anybody approached 

me. So obviously coming from where I came from that 

seemed to me to make a lot of sense. It was when other 

forms of protest had been so squashed or ignored, then 

doing something like this which could not be ignored 

seemed to me to make a lot of sense. 

MG: This is a difficult question but I want to throw it 

at you anyway. Any sense of personal danger or .... 

fear anxiety associated with it? 

AB: Obviously, yes. 

MG: You knew it was dangerous. 

AB: Yes, but the situation was so oppressive in that period. 

MG: And the feeling of "we've got to do something" 

AB: Yes. 

MG: It motivated a lot of people. 

Even if the end goals were not that clear. 

AB: It was over the end goals that I fell out. 

II 



Because I came to feel that it was all very well blowing 

up pylons and so on, but with what political aim. And 

I began to press them for a statement of end, and 

eventually came up with one. I remember nothing about 

its content and that was probably because it was 

immediately apparent to me that it was typed out approx. 

1/2 hour before I came to see him. It was purely for 

my benefit. And I knew what a glib fellow Lethbridge was. 

And I realized this was not to be taken seriously. And 

also with my growing attraction towards the Congress 

movement. And of course in Capetown the PAC type influence 

was very real factor .... and there had been killings and 

ANC were a traditional weakness in Cape. These are 

tangible factors. I began to be aware that there are 

two different currants there. And I definitely felt drawn 

towards one and I felt that basically a commonality to 

some degree between the Africans movement and White 

Liberal, of course I'd met Patrick Duncan and I'd 

met Randolph .. . . . 

No somewhere along the way I joined the communist 

Party. 

MG: While you were a member of ARM? 

AB : Yes. 

I was growing more and more worried how the ARM fitted in 

in the National Political scene, and by now, of course 

Onkontu _____ _____ was up and running and I began 

to wonder if the ARM wasn't an attempt by some of the 



leading white Liberals, of course there were others who 

were horrified by the whole thing, but the more radical 

white Liberals ... if it wasn't an attempt to create a 

sort of armed wing for the PAC. 

MG: Fascinating. 

AB: You can see the parallelism. 

MG: The interest in and some African group opposed to the ANC 

etc. etc. 

AB: In fact I don't think there was anything in that, but that 

was my anxiety. And I felt if this were the case, I can't 

stay on here. So I told Lethbridge that I didn't feel 

comfortable in ARM and I wanted out. And of course, 

it is not easy to leave a (622) _______________ _ 

organization. But I made a rather rash offer on leaving, 

I said you've trained me (I hadn't actually done anything) 

so if you ever need an extra hand, call upon me. 

MG: In that period let's say from sometime in 1961 to 62 

when you left, you had some training and done some 

surveillance work but you had no direct operations. 

Can I take you back a step . 

When you raised these ideological issues? Was it mainly with 

Lethbridge or was it with Schnieder and Watson as well. 

AB: No. They only came out of Lethbridge . 

MG: Was that partly because neither Schnieder nor Watson seemed 

to be appropriate people to talk about that? 

AB: Exactly. 

MG: They are just different types are they? 



AB: Yes 

MG: I have no idea about Schneider, I have never met him, 

but was not that particularly theoretically ...... I don't 

not what the word is ..... 

AB: He struck me a bit like Kellar. Somebody drawn toward the 

action, but not that politically reflective. 

And Watson as we know was the trainer and the British Army 

background and so on. I don't think he new much about 

politics anyway, so no use looking to him ..... . 

MG: And of course, Lethbridge was a natural, he was a very 

bright guy. 

AB: He was a contemporary, who sat at the feet of Jack Symons 

together. And often Jack must have wondered why we were 

such poor students, he didn't know that we'd been up 

during the night lying in lower embankment and got 

hardly any sleep. 

MG: At some point in the narrative I would like you to go back 

a little bit on a few of the reconnaissances ..... . 

AB: I don't remember them. 

MG: But we've got two stories going here and if I can jog 

you on anything of reconnaissance I'll bring you back to it, 

but if you just want to go with these discussions with 

Lethbridge and leave ..... when you left, Watson didn't 

say oh! you never leave an organization .... noone every 

said anything like that. You just didn't go to meetings 

anymore and supposedly Lethwitch (or Lethbridge) reported 



to them. 

AB: You can judge the balance of my loyalty at this time 

because nobody in the ARM knew that I was involved in the 

(691) _____________________ _ 

but I told Fred that I was in the ARM. 

I turned to him for advice because I felt quite torn. 

MG: It was a difficult sort of ethical question for you? 

AB: And he said if you don't at home there leave it, but don't 

try and ride two horses. 

MG: Can I take you on a side trip on this? 

It was interesting that the communist party then new of 

the existence of the ARM, it wasn't a mystery to them. 

They had heard about it or were they very surprised that 

this thing existed. 

AB: Fred was an old timer .. . .. and he was the bearer of a lot 

of secrets and later Paul Ryan and so on .... 


